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Retro soap

Required items Article no. Quantity
Casting soap 1000g, white 498993 2

Casting soap 300g, transparent 498971 1

Soap colour, opaque 10ml, apricot 466082 1

Soap colour, opaque 10ml, aubergine 466093 1

Soap colour, opaque 10ml, ocean blue 466118 1

Soap colour, opaque 10ml, stone grey 466163 1

Soap colour, opaque 10ml, ivory 466152 1

Soap fragrance oil 10ml, lemon 481189 1

Soap fragrance oil 10ml, rose 497171 option

Soap fragrance oil 10ml, lavender 481178 option

Soap fragrance oil 10ml, green apple 497241 option

Recommended materials/tools
Soap casting mould rectangular approx. 120x200x15mm, transparent 466325 1

Cutting set Ring, Ø29-112mm, 14 pcs 541375 1

Spatula approx. 40mm 345022 1

Tools required
Protective mat, scissors, sharp knife, melting pot (or pot for water bath), spoon, casting mould, 
round cutters, spatula

Instruction
Retro soap
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You need to melt approx. 350g of white casting soap. Add the desired 
color. Mix the color carefully with a spoon. The ivory colour can be added 
to brighten the colors.

Using the ring cutters cut  the rings from the blocks. Use the same size of 
the cutter for a particular colour. Remember that the rings must be joined 
together!

Melt some transparent soap. Pour   this soap into any gaps between the individual rings. Heat a spatula under hot water. Use it to remove the excess 
of transparent soap from the top surface. Now fix two colorful soaps  (thickness approx. 15 mm) with a liquid,
transparent soap. The soap height is now about 30 mm (double soap).

Now you can add the soap fragrance oil.  Pour  the soap  into the rectan-
gular mold. Leave the soap to cool. Using the knife take  the cooled soap 
block out from the mold. Do the same with other colours of soap (apricot, 
aubergine, blue ocean, stone gray)

Put the soap rings of different colors into one another to form one 
big soap circle approx. (ø 10 cm)
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Take the paper yarn in your hand. Wrap it twice onto your thumb.

Drag the ‘thumb-loops’

Make a chain stitch on the wrapped thumb.

Crochet around the thumb loops.

Crocheted bags for your soap
Required  material Article no. Quantity
Paper yarn 55m, silver grey 591901 1

Paper yarn 55m, lilac 591875 1

Paper yarn 55m, mint 591886 1

Paper yarn 55m, powder 591853 1

Recommended materials/tools
Crochet needle approx. 140mm, 4,5mm 521809 1

Crochet needle approx. 140 mm, 5,0mm 521129 option

Tools required
Crochet needle, scissors, tape measure
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Adjust the desired loop size.
When the loop is complete you begin the second row of them.  Crochet 
now so many rows with crochet until the size is  approx. ø 11cm. The color 
of the paper yarn can be changed whenever you like. For 4 soap bags you 
need 8 crocheted pieces. Then you sew the pieces together, 2 for each bag.

You can leave the ends of yarn to knot them later. Do the same with 
other bags.

Put two pieces on each other.
Crochet them on the edge together. Remember to leave the opening for 
your soap!
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OPITEC Creative team wishes you lots of fun!


